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From the Director

Dear Readers,
Each year we are pleased to provide a snapshot of research activities in the College of
Agriculture and Life Sciences. This year's selection represents only a small portion of
the total activity but the articles that follow will give you an appreciation for the

breadth and depth of our research programs. Hopefully everyone will find at least one,
not several, of the articles to be of immediate interest.

if

As you will note, we are very involved in the development of "new technologies."
There is much debate at the moment surrounding biotechnology and genetically
modified foods, which is beingfueled by considerable misinformation. It is not
surprising that the current controversy is occurring, as this seems to be the case with
the adoption of most new technology. Fortunately, products on the market today were

developed with sound science and they are controlled under stringent regulations of the
Food and Drug Administration and other regulatory agencies. I believe sound science
will continue to be the safety determinant and provide the ultimate protection for our
food supply.

As always, feel free to contact my office

if you

have questions or need additional

information.
Enjoy,

Colin Kaltenbach
Vice Dean and Director, Agricultural Experiment Station
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Tracking Corn Gene Regulation
Learning more about basic gene mechanisms

research delves into the
fundamental processes that
govern the way things work.

Basic

When we know how something
operates, we can use that knowledge to
solve practical problems. Molecular
geneticists in the College of Agriculture
and Life Sciences are currently studying genes they've already identified in
corn to learn more about how those
genes are regulated and expressed.
Their results, funded by a $10.5 million
grant from the NSF in 1999, will assist
scientists around the world in breeding
and improving crop plants.
"It's a tool -building project," says
Vicki Chandler, a molecular geneticist
in the Department of Plant Sciences.
"We're getting the corn genes into the
test tube so we can manipulate them in
a variety of ways to get a better corn
plant." This work builds on continuing
results from a structural genetics
project Chandler began last year to find
all 50,000 genes in corn. About 10,000
genes have been identified so far.
"I study gene regulation, how
appropriate genes are turned on in the
leaves, the flowers, the roots, how
genes are turned on in response to
environmental signals," Chandler
says.
This mechanism works at a very
complex level. Chandler and Richard
Jorgensen, also a molecular geneticist
in plant sciences, plan to identify and
functionally analyze the genes in both
corn and Arabidopsis, a plant in the
cabbage family, that contribute to
chromatin level control of gene expression. Arabidopsis has a very small
genome, making it simpler to sequence
the entire genome, and a fast growth
cycle, which makes it convenient to
perform genetic experiments.
"We're using Arabidopsis as a
starting point and applying it to
understand our work with maize,"
Jorgensen says. Seventy percent of the
Arabidopsis genome is currently
known, compared to only 20% of corn
genes.
Inside maize and other crop plants
there are 2.5 billion base pairs of DNA
sequences. What most people don't
know is that only a small percentage of
DNA is actually genes, probably much
less than 10 %, according to Jorgensen
and Chandler. The corn genome project
(see sidebar) takes advantage of the
natural biology of transposable ele2

By Susan McGinley

"I study gene regulation, how
appropriate genes are turned
on in the leaves, the flowers, the
roots, how genes are turned on
in response to environmental
signals."
ments to find all the genes in corn that
are dispersed in the DNA sequence.
"We know that DNA is part of a
higher order structure called chromatin," Chandler says. Chromatin
consists of the DNA which encodes the
genes, complexed with various proteins. "The DNA strands are not just
laid out, they are wrapped around
proteins, and that complex is coiled up
inside the nucleus. It's a very complex
machinery that interacts with the
chromatin and activates genes at the
right time."
The scientists use computer algorithms to identify the sequences of
genes in the Arabidopsis and maize
databases that interest them, and target
them for mutations, which they induce
in both Arabidopsis and maize, one
gene at a time. Their method takes
advantage of a natural gene silencing
mechanism in plants that probably
evolved as virus protection in plants.
The genes they select for study may
only be 1% of the full set of genes, but
they are the ones that control the
expression of the other 99 %. In the
laboratory, the researchers look at the
way the mutations alter global gene
expression. This is functional
genomics.
Assisting Chandler and Jorgensen
with the computer searches for genes,
and with constructing databases to
provide information to other scientists,
are David Mount, a professor in the UA
Department of Molecular and Cellular
Biology; David Selinger, research
scientist, Ritu Pandey, and Andreas
Muller, post -doctoral research associates, both from Plant Sciences; and
visiting scientist Ross Atkinson, from
HortResearch in Auckland, New
Zealand. Carolyn Napoli, a research
scientist in the Department of Plant
Sciences, along with three technicians,
two undergraduates and two postdoctoral associates, is cloning the
genes and making the mutant constructs. In addition, scientists from five

other universities are collaborating on
analyzing mutant areas of gene
expression.
"We can effectively clone the gene
using polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
to construct an inverted repeat sequence of genes," Chandler says.
"Then we use a relatively new technology on the clone sequences to target the
gene in the plant that we want to
mutate." They've characterized about
30 Arabidopsis genes so far, and plan
to study 130 more Arabidopsis genes
and 100 maize genes within the five year time frame of the study.
"By doing that analysis we're
determining the function of the normal
gene by looking at what went wrong in
the mutant, at what biological property
is missing in the mutation," Jorgensen
says.
As they determine the function of
each targeted gene, this information is
entered into a computer database and
becomes accessible to plant breeders,
plant genetic engineers and researchers
in basic biology around the world who
want to know more about how plants
work. They can look up gene functions
and select only the genes they need to
perform certain operations in plants.
"We are really approaching the
stage in biology where we can learn
what we need to learn to solve our
problems," Chandler says.

The University of Arizona College of Agriculture and Life Sciences

Plant Genome Project for Reducing Salt and Drought Stress
such as bacteria, fungi, and yeast, to find

A consortium of researchers led by
a UA biochemist, David
Galbraith, professor, and Jian -Kang Zhu,
associate professor, both from the
Department of Plant Sciences, is attempting to map ALL the genes that enable
plants to withstand drought and salinity.
The NSF awarded the team an $8.2
million, four-year grant in 998 to

out whether mechanisms of resistance to
water and salt- stress in these organisms
might also function in plants.

Hans Bohnert,

Thus far, the team has identified a
large number of different genes whose
activities are altered under water and salt
stress, and is proceeding both to identify
the functions of these genes, and to find
out the effects of altering the normal
activities of these genes. The team has
also been instrumental in developing
large populations of plants carrying
mutations in these different genes, as well
as a series of novel methods for analyzing
coordinate regulation of these genes.

1

address this goal.
This grant includes collaborative
arrangements with two other universities,
and builds on earlier work from the
research team both in terms of using the
latest techniques available to analyze
genes in water-stressed and salt- stressed
plants, and in developing novel techniques to chart changes in gene activities
as a function of water and salt stress.
The research team employs plants for
this work, including crops such as maize
and rice, as well as the model species
Arabidopsis thaliana and Mesembryanthemum crystallinum (ice plant). The team
is also examining non -plant organisms,

This work has implications for reducing
crop losses resulting either from a lack of
water or from long -term irrigation with
water resulting in salinized soil.The
project may help plant breeders who
seek to engineer crops for both salt and
drought tolerance.These problems affect
countries in both the industrialized and
developing nations.

Corn Gene Identification Project

In 1998 plant scientists from the UA
and five other universities won a 5 -year,
$12 million grant from the NSF to
discover all 50,000 genes in corn, the

nation's most important economic crop.
The scientists are using a new method for
discovering and sequencing genes in
corn, and are sharing project findings
and material resources with public and
private researchers working to develop
improved traits in corn and many other
agronomically important grasses, such as
wheat, barley, rice and oats.The corn
genomics project is expected to lead to
greater fundamental genetic understanding of cereals that worldwide contribute
roughly 70 percent of the calories in the
human diet.
"To this day, we've probably identified
a quarter of those genes," says Vicki
Chandler, plant geneticist and lead

"A genome is all of the
chromosomes, or the full set of
heritable traits in an
organism."
researcher on the project at the UA.
"The project is already having major
benefits for plant research around the
world.Thousands of people are requesting these genes." Under the direction of
UA plant scientist David Galbraith,
scientists have been preparing microscope slides of the new -found gene
sequences to study the way the genes are
expressed under different environmental,
physiological or developmental conditions.They are making their slides, their
gene libraries and seed containing the
mutated genes available to the scientific
community.
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The DEXA Van
Screening for health risks
By Susan McGinley

-

Osteoporosis, obesity, diabetes
all three are easier to prevent
than to cure. The Department
of Nutritional Sciences in the College
of Agriculture and Life Sciences is

combining research with community
outreach to expand current knowledge
regarding these diseases and to
educate the public at the same time.
"This is new for the College of
Agriculture and Life Sciences: our
vision is expanding to include health
issues and ways of promoting
wellness," says Scott Going, an
associate research scientist in the
Department of Nutritional Sciences.
The department is collaborating with
the UA Arizona Health Sciences
Center, the Cancer Center, the UA
Department of Physiology, UA Cooperative Extension, and various community organizations to bring its applied
research out to Arizona counties.
Along the way, faculty are cooperating
with medical technology companies as
well to develop and test better ways of
monitoring health conditions.
One of these new advances in
technology is the DEXA van, a mobile
lab that reads bone mass and density,
lean tissue (muscle) mass and fat
composition -all at once-in a whole
or partial body scan (see sidebar). The
unit was designed to measure the
factors that pose increased risks for the
elderly in particular.
"Body fat is linked to obesity, which
leads to heart disease and diabetes,"
Going says. "Muscle mass loss in the
elderly is linked to a loss of mobility,
and loss of bone mass leads to osteoporosis. All of these are increased
risks. A woman doesn't just lose bone,
she tends to lose muscle at the same
time, and then she's more at risk for
falling. If you lose muscle, that lowers
your metabolic rate, and you can gain
weight. So losing muscle can contribute to diabetes. All three are related.
What's neat about this machine is that
for the first time, we can measure all
three at the same time."
This means the cost is lower than
running separate tests, and the DEXA
machine fits neatly into a van that can
travel directly to different groups
across the state. Preliminary studies
conducted by Cooperative Extension
faculty show that 10 Arizona counties
are interested in DEXA van visits.
4

Going notes that body composition
data can support a variety of research
projects. The Arizona legislature has
mandated $900,000 for osteoporosis
education, screening and awareness,
to be distributed through the state
health department, the Arizona Public
Health Association, and the Arizona
Osteoporosis Health Coalition, of
which Going is a member. Although
the public may not be aware of it,
osteoporosis is far more prevalent than
breast cancer, according to Going.
The coalition will use the money to
produce education programs for
health professionals in various
disciplines, including primary care
medical providers, fitness professionals, and rehabilitation counselors.
Faculty in Nutritional Sciences,
Cooperative Extension, and the
Arizona Health Sciences Center will
develop and deliver these programs,
and will also train peer educators in
counties where there is an interest.
Peer educators would teach and also
assist with DEXA van screenings.
The van will visit Pima, Santa Cruz,
Maricopa and Yuma counties. Faculty,
students, Cooperative Extension
volunteers and representatives of
community health organizations will
assist in this effort.
Research is only useful if the data
it's based on is accurate; by extending
its research program off campus, the
Department of Nutritional Sciences
can target and monitor specific audiences right where they are. Faculty will
use these precise measurements to
develop better ways to assess health

risks and deliver prevention programs.
Although the current program focuses
on health risks in the elderly, Going
says it will expand to include obesity
in children and health risks in people
of all ages.

Current research projects using body
composition data from the DEXA unit
include the following:
Tea consumption and DNA oxidative
damage in smokers (Nutritional
Sciences, Arizona Prevention Center,
Cancer Center)

Researchers are comparing the body
composition measurements of
smokers who drink green tea and
with those of smokers who don't to
find out whether green tea protects
smokers from cancer, and if so, to
what extent. It has been suggested
that green tea lowers the amount of
oxidation that DNA undergoes
when someone smokes, thus
reducing the damage from free
radicals that leads to cancer.
Bioelectric impedance analyses for body
composition assessment (Nutritional
Sciences, Physiology)

In this study faculty members are
checking the validity of bioelectric
impedance, a new method for
testing body composition, by
comparing its results to the measurements they collect from the
DEXA scanner.
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THE DEXA SCANNER
(Dual Energy

X-Ray Absorptionometry)

The DEXA
scanner is a low -dose
X -ray machine that
can focus a very
narrow beam on
targeted areas in the
body, usually the hip
and spine, although it
is capable of taking a
full -body scan as well.
The radiation dose is
comparable to what
you'd get on a jet
plane flying from
Tucson to NewYork,
according to Scott Going, an associate research scientist
in the Department of Nutritional Sciences.An X -ray
source is mounted below an 8' by 40" table where the
patient lies, with an automatic detector above.As the
scanner moves to different points under the patient's

Fat Blockers (Nutritional Sciences)

Fat blockers are food products, not
drugs, that cause the body to absorb
less fat when a meal is eaten.
Subjects in this study will take fat
blockers and undergo periodic body
composition tests to determine the
composition of the weight they lose.
The machine can sort out both fat
loss and lean tissue (muscle) loss.
Ideally, a weight loss program or
product should promote fat loss
only, not lean tissue loss.

Obesity prevention and weight loss
(Nutritional Sciences, Physiology)
Faculty are creating a three -month
curriculum targeted to women aged
45 -55, which will encompass eating
habits, exercise and emotional/
psychological issues. This is a
critical age for women because they
are entering menopause, a stage
where they are prone to weight gain
and increased risk for heart problems. After three months, half the
subjects in the study will participate
in an Intranet program where they
use a web site for ongoing contact

body, the detector delivers
the reading on a computer.
A human operator monitors the readings on a
screen, after selecting the
type of scanning needed- partial (hip and /or spine) or
head to toe.
These scans read three

components of body
composition bone mass,
tissue mass and fat composition all at once.The
DEXA unit is small enough
to fit in a van that can travel
to different locations throughout the state.
"We have immediate feedback," Going says. "The
computer analyzes the scan and gives all the numbers.
This is low cost, and there is no charge to the people in
the community who receive the screening."

and support. Since they will be out
in the counties, it will be less
expensive for these women to
participate online in chat rooms,
one -to -one private consultations,
and other activities than to meet in
person at the university. During the
two -year program all of the women
will be monitored regularly with
the DEXA scanner for body composition.
Healthy Living program in Green
Valley (Nutritional Sciences, Arizona
Prevention Center)

-

This recently completed pilot
program looked at quality of life
including emotional, social, and
physical
21 people, aged 16 to
84. The group included 20 women
and one man. Cooperative Extension and the Arizona Prevention
Center faculty met with the group
once weekly for eight weeks.

-in

Participants learned about nutrition, exercise, and ways to create
and maintain social relationships.
Health screening, exercise demonstrations, healthy meal demonstrations and the introduction of new
foods such as soy were included.

The DEXA van was part of the
screening. This outreach program

met with enthusiastic responses
from the participants, who liked the
immediate feedback they got from
the screenings.

Thus the flexibility and portability of
the DEXA unit makes it ideal for both
research and outreach needs. Down
the line, the DEXA mobile unit will
include other equipment to address a
variety of health concerns
machine
to measure resting metabolic rate and a
blood pressure monitor, for example.
An ultrasound scanner has already
been made available to UA personnel
for osteoporosis screening. It is less
accurate than the DEXA, but also less
costly. Through a measurement on the
heel, it can predict a person's risk for
osteoporosis. High risk individuals are
then referred for a DEXA scan. Faculty
are screening a lot of people using both
devices to gauge how well the ultrasound scanner predicts risk.
The ultimate goal is to improve
public health, according to Going.
"Together, we're working to develop a
better statewide screening program for
the people of Arizona.
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Changing Grasslands
Interactions between native and non -native vegetation
By Susan McGinley

Drought disrupts the balance of
a mature landscape. Vegeta
tion with more aggressive
characteristics often fills in bare spots
as native plants die, and remains even
when regular moisture returns. After
the droughts in the early 1900s, before
exotic grasses were seeded deliberately
in southeastern Arizona (see below),
native mesquite trees began to invade
rangelands. Their deep root systems
could draw water from a greater depth
in the soil than the grass roots were
able to reach.

This shift caused many grasslands
to convert to woodlands unsuitable for
grazing. The dynamics of the grass-

lands changed, requiring different
management strategies.
Dave Williams is conducting basic
research to learn more about what goes
on underground in these rangelands.

As a rangeland ecologist in the School
of Renewable Natural Resources, he's
interested in how native and intro-

duced plant species react, given
changes in climate and rising atmospheric levels of carbon dioxide.
"We're looking at the interaction
between the grasses and mesquite
plants by studying their physiology
and their ability to use resources such
as water and nitrogen from the soil,"
Williams says. "We want to understand the ways they interact below the
ground that would affect their success
in the system." This research takes into
account seasonal patterns of precipitation that affect the availability of water
and nutrients in soil.

Out on the Santa Rita Range in
southern Arizona, Williams and his
research team staked out a series of
plots three years ago. He is working
Dan Koepke, undergraduate student
assistant, collects soil samples for analysis

History
Sixty years ago Lehmann lovegrass looked like a good
idea. One of the so- called "miracle grasses" prized for its
aggressive growth habit, it was widely seeded across
rangeland in southeastern Arizona from the 40s through
the 70s to help add more nutritive forage for cattle.
Repeated droughts and overgrazing had killed off native
grasses, so ecologists introduced several exotic grass
species from Asia and Africa to help stabilize depleted
rangelands. Of these, the South African Lehmann lovegrass
proved the most successful.
Yet by the I 970s it had become a problem.Advancing far
beyond its area of artificial seeding, Lehmann lovegrass
started to encroach on intact, high quality native grassland.
It began to displace native species such as sideoats
grama, three -awns, and cane beardgrass, and remains a

problem today.
During the last 20 years the conservation movement has
advocated a more sustained, natural grass production, and
the introduction of alien grasses to control erosion has
ceased. Scientists in the UA School of Renewable Resources are studying the ways non -native grasses interact
with different types of native vegetation to find out what
makes them successful and how they alter the natural
systems.They hope their findings will help rangeland
managers, policy makers, ecologists and members of
conservation organizations who deal with alien grass
species make informed decisions about how and when to
limit their expansion and impact.

6

Lehmann Lovegrass (Eragrostis Lehmanniana Nees)

The University of Arizona College of Agriculture and Life Sciences

"Where Lehmann lovegrass is
dominant, it potentially causes
nitrogen to become
immobilized in soil and less
available to the other plants in
the system."
with graduate student Alessandra
Fravolini, undergraduate Dan Koepke,
and Vickie Gempko, a lab technician.
They marked off sections in a large
transect where Lehmann lovegrass
had been seeded in the 40s, an area
where this grass has recently invaded,
plus an area where there wasn't much
of it at all.
Since then, they have regularly
monitored water stress levels and soil
conditions under mesquite and
Lehmann lovegrass, and under
grasslands without Lehmann
lovegrass.

The team determines carbon and
nitrogen levels in the soil through soil
tests they run back in the lab on
campus. Walking along each plot, they
regularly count the number and type of

native herbs and grasses and
Lehmann lovegrass in each.
Three years ago Williams began the
study by looking at how Lehmann
lovegrass affected the nitrogen fertility
of soil. The team found that the ratio of
soil carbon to soil nitrogen was higher
on sites where Lehmann lovegrass
was abundant.

this research could influence management decisions about when to graze and
when not to graze." Timing is crucial,
since grazing of Lehmann lovegrass
during certain climate conditions could
actually promote the mesquite expansion ranchers want to avoid.
Soil type makes a difference, too,
Williams has found. He has studied
the way grass and native mesquite
interact on well- drained alluvial soils
on bajadas in contrast to soils that
have developed on pleistocene alluvium, which has a higher clay content.
Mesquite is less prevalent on the clay
soils, he says. The pattern of root
system development in mesquite may
be very different on these two soils,
which has implications for competition between mesquite and introduced
grasses for soil water and nutrients.

Since it's not feasible or even desirable to eliminate mesquite completely,

Williams notes that there are strategies
to encourage native species to recover
on a site. Seeding native grasses and
herbs during the right time of the
monsoon after mesquite removal may
reduce the chances of having the area
become dominated by Lehmann
lovegrass. This research can set the
stage for management decisions in the
restoration of native ranges.

"People don't really think about the
consequences of nonnative species
introductions and invasions," Will-

iams says. "During the last two
centuries humans have mixed up the
flora and fauna of the different continents." We do rely on non -native
species for our crops, he adds. Yet
anyone can order exotic flowers and
grasses out of a catalog and plant
them, so the effect can be haphazard.
"State, federal and national agencies
don't coordinate any of this. As an
example, we now have fountain
grass -an exotic ornamental from
North Africa -in Tucson, moving into
the natural vegetation with unknown
consequences for the future."

And so it is with Lehmann
lovegrass. "Lehmann lovegrass has
both good and bad aspects to it,"
Williams says. "People like it as a tool
to improve their pastures, but the catch
is that many non -native plants don't
stay where they're put.

"

"Ranchers are very interested
in controlling mesquite on
their rangeland,"Williams
explains. "Eventually this
research could influence
management decisions about
when to graze and when not to
graze."

"This ratio is an important predictor
of nitrogen availability in the soil,"
Williams says. "Where Lehmann
lovegrass is dominant, it potentially
causes nitrogen to become immobilized in soil and less available to the
other plants in the system. That's one

way we've found that Lehmann
lovegrass can change the system."
The researchers are also checking
various soil conditions that might
influence patterns of rooting in native
mesquite that would make the range
more susceptible to Lehmann lovegrass
invasions.
"Ranchers are very interested in
controlling mesquite on their rangeland," Williams explains. "Eventually
Lehmann lovegrass on Santa Rita Experimental Range in southern Arizona.
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Tagging Fish
Monitoring native species
By Susan McGinley

ative fish populations in
Arizona's rivers and streams
have declined over the past
several decades. Water diversion,
changes in permanence of flow and
competition from non -native fish lead
the list of causes for their decline. To
conserve the populations of native fish
that remain, wildlife managers need to
know more about how native and nonnative species are distributed in
streams, and how they react to changes
in water flow, especially during monsoons.
"One theory is that native fishes are
more capable of withstanding flood
flows in Arizona streams than nonnative fish, which are supposedly
'blown out' by the flood flows," says
Gene Maughan, a professor of wildlife
and fisheries science in the School of
Renewable Natural Resources. "Our
purpose has been to test this hypothesis."
Andrew Shultz, a master's candidate
in wildlife and fisheries science, joined
Maughan in tagging and monitoring
fish in three sections of Sonoita Creek,
near Patagonia in southeastern Arizona.
With the help of several undergraduate
student volunteers, the researchers
caught native and non-native fish at
three locations and injected small glass
cylinders about 1/2 inch long and 1/8
inch in diameter into their abdominal
cavities. Native species tagged included
Sonoran sucker and desert sucker; exotic
species included large-mouth bass and
catfish.
Each tag contained an identification
number which was logged into a
computer database along with information about that particular fish. On
periodic trips out to the three study
sections on Sonoita Creek, the team
captured fish and scanned them
electronically before releasing them back
into the stream. They noted the number
of each species present in each location,
and entered the information into the

database.
The group wanted to sample the entire
stream but didn't have permission to
enter the areas that were private property. Sonoita Creek passes through a
combination of Nature Conservancy,
state and private land.
After repeated visits, they were able to
"query" each fish by typing the tag
number into the database and retrieving

8

the history of captures. Using this
species," he explains. "There have been
electronic census over a two -year period
a lot of changes in watercourses,
from 1998-1999, the team was able to
including increased agricultural
determine the movement of the fish, and
irrigation and municipal water use.
their habitat preferences. The results of
There is also some evidence of a major
the sample were representative of the
climate shift beginning in the late 1800s.
fish populations in the creek.
These things all suggest that habitat
The researchers took monthly
conditions have changed for native fish,
samples, but additional samples were
and many of the changes are human taken after heavy rains during the
induced. Water diversion has left some
monsoon season. "If there was a big
streams completely without water."
flood flow we'd go out to the creek,"
The team chose this particular stream
Maughan says.
because it had a persistent balance
"In general, our data have shown that between native and non-native species,
non -native fishes stay in the same
although the numbers of desert sucker
general area of stream where they are
and Sonoran sucker varied in different
marked, independent of flow," he notes.
sections of the creek. Shultz and
"There is no evidence that non-native
Maughan found that exotic fish tended
fish are displaced to any greater extent
to congregate near a reservoir.
than native fish.
"There were more exotics closer to the
"The data tell us that at least in
reservoir, and more natives farther away
Sonoita Creek, you can't depend on
from it," Maughan says. "That suggests
flood flows to displace exotic fishes from reservoirs serve as a source for introducnative fish habitats. If non-native fish are tions of exotic fish. Non -native species
a problem in Sonoita Creek, we've got to
enter the downstream sections of the
find another way of managing them
stream by passing over the spillway
than relying on flood flows to remove
during periods of high flow." There are
them."
some streams in Arizona where native
Why the need to manage the exotic
fish predominate; Maughan believes
species? Native fish species in Arizona
that native fish may outcompete nonare nearly all threatened and endannative fish when they are in optimal
gered, according to Maughan. Exotic
habitat. However, more data are needed
fish introduced from other areas over the to confirm this hypothesis and to
years may compete with native fish by
determine whether the data collected on
preying on them directly, or consuming
the responses of fish to flow in Sonoita
the same food source. Separating exotic
Creek are typical of fish in other Arizona
and native fish might help increase
streams.
native fish populations by removing
competition. If the
data from this study
can be generalized to
"One theory is that native fishes are more
other streams, the
capable of withstanding flood flows in
hypothesis that flood
Arizona streams than non -native fish, which
flows remove exotic
fish from native fish
are supposedly `blown out' by the flood
habitat may be too
flows?'
simple.
Along with fish
monitoring, the team
also measured habitat
changes, but Maughan
says they had no pre impact baseline data to
work from.
"Many of the original
habitats these fish
occupied have become
unsuitable for occupation by the native
Fish not native to Arizona: Large -mouth bass
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Student Research on the Reservation

The Minority Training Program in
the School of Renewable Natural
Resources

N

C

Fish native to

Arizona: Apache trout

Reduced populations of the native
Apache trout in streams prompted David
Chris Kitcheyan (White Mountain Apache)
to conduct his recently completed graduate
study regarding fish habitat and survival. He
focused on the recovery of a threatened
species on the reservation and began to
develop techniques that would allow it to
be reintroduced into areas from which it's
been eliminated.
In 1995, Kitcheyan, a graduate student in
wildlife and fisheries science in the College

of Agriculture's Cooperative Fish and
Wildlife Research Unit, renovated Squaw
and Flash Creeks on the Fort Apache
Indian Reservation to remove non -native
fish that had been stocked there, then
introduced Apache trout from Flash Creek
into Squaw Creek.
"Two years later, we found various size
classes of Apache trout," Kitcheyan says.
Apache trout above a natural barrier on
Flash Creek were allowed to repopulate the
renovated section, and three years later, 45
Apache trout were found below the natural
barrier. Kitcheyan tagged juvenile and adult
fish to track their preferences for different
stream habitats.
"I tried to identify exactly what types of
areas they occupied in the stream, and to
get an idea of habitat preferences between
juveniles and adults," he says. "This was the
historic habitat for the Apache trout. By
reintroducing it, we're making an attempt to
recover the species and hopefully one day

take it off the endangered species list."
The results show that it is feasible to
reintroduce these fish into areas from
which past trout have been eliminated, but
that some techniques result in lower
survival rates than others. Still, Kitcheyan
notes that the Apache trout population has
risen to 30 self- sustaining populations, a
dramatic increase.
For future restocking, it's best to use fish
from the area.
"Last heard, the plan was to monitor
the fish in Squaw Creek, and use the fish in
Flash Creek as source stock," Kitcheyan
I

says.

The project was supported by the White
Mountain Apache Game and Fish
Department, and the Arizona Fisheries
Resource Office.
Kitcheyan was recently hired as a
fisheries biologist with the Fisheries
Resource Office in Vernal, Utah. He's
working with other fish right now
razorback sucker, Colorado pikeminnow,
humpback chub, bonytail, and possibly
cutthroat trout. He hopes to return one day
to the reservation, to give back some of
what he learned from eight years of
university work.
"I'd like to work on Apache trout again,
to work for Game and Fish on the
reservation," he says. "I owe it to my
people to go back home and help out any
way can to manage their natural
resources:'

-

I

For the last decade the USGS
Cooperative Fish and Wildlife Unit in
the School of Renewable Natural
Resources has supported a natural
resource training program for American
Indians and other minority undergraduate and graduate students who are
recommended by tribal councils,
individual tribal members, or cooperating agencies.

Fourteen students have received
bachelor of science degrees through the
program, six have completed or are
enrolled in master's programs and one
a doctorate.
two members of the White
Mountain Apache Tribe graduated with
bachelor of science degrees in Wildlife

has

completed

In 1999

and Fisheries Resources. Both began

careers with the White Mountain
Apache Game and Fish Department.
Another member of the White
Mountain Apache Tribe completed a
master's degree in Fisheries.The student
has been supported under a Cooperative Education Agreement by the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service during both his
undergraduate and graduate training. He
has accepted employment with a
Fisheries Resources Office of the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service.

Department of the Interior, which
recently renewed its support for
another five years.

IN MEMORIAM: O. EUGENE MAUG HAN
It is with deep regret that we inform you of the death of Dr. O. Eugene Maughan
on April 12, 2000. Dr. Maughan was an outstanding leader, scientist and mentor,
and he is sorely missed by his many friends and colleagues.

For more information on the
Minority Training Program:

William Shaw,

(520) 621-7265

wshaw @ag.arizona.edu
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Curbing Cryptosporidiosis
A new livestock vaccine simplifies treatment
By Susan McGinley

Cryptosporidiosis, a disease
responsible for millions of
dollars lost annually nationwide
in reduced meat and milk production,
often infects calves as they hit the
ground at birth. They contract it from
the feces of other infected calves shortly
after birth or during the first week of
life. Just like one bad apple, one calf
infected with Cryptosporidium parvum in
close quarters will infect all the other
calves over time.
"In any state with cattle industries, it
affects over half of beef and dairy calves
during the first month of life," says
Michael Riggs, a UA veterinary pathologist collaborating in a multi- institutional effort to find practical treatment
and prevention measures for the disease
in livestock. "Every infected calf on the
premises is potentially shedding
billions of oocysts from the parasite into
the soil and into any water run -off. The
public health implications of this, as
well as implications to the health of
calves and other animals are clear."
Cryptosporidium persists in the soil for
months under warm, moist conditions,
thus Arizona has fewer cases because
the climate is dry and the cattle industry is not as large as that in the high
production states.
"One problem is that all the disinfectants that would kill it -full strength
bleach, formaldehyde, ammonia
cannot be used practically in a beef or
cattle operation," Riggs says. "Rotating
calf rearing areas and allowing sunlight
to dry out the vacant areas, plus good
herd and facilities hygiene, is the best
the dairy farmer can do right now."

-

However, few operations have enough
property to make adequate rotation
feasible." This also gets tricky since it
only takes as few as 50 to 100 oocysts,
an amount that could easily be caught
under a fingernail, to get sick. How
many commercial operations can
eliminate every bit of contaminated
feces as the calves continue to produce
more? The challenge facing producers
is problematic and they are attempting
to address it.
For these reasons, veterinarians tried
drugs to control the infection-more
than 100 of them, with limited or no
success, according to Riggs. At this time
there is no approved, effective parasitespecific drug for calves with
cryptosporidiosis. In humans several
drugs are being used, but their effectiveness is unpredictable and at best
suboptimal. "All the drugs that are
effective against parasites closely
related to Cryptosporidium, like
Plasmodium, the cause of malaria, and
Eimeria, another coccidian parasite,
don't work on Cryptosporidium and we
don't know all the reasons why," Riggs
admits. "Because of this and because we
know that normal immune responses
prevent or terminate the infection
effectively we decided to try vaccination."
Development of a vaccine began in
1985 with USDA and NIH funding and
included researchers from Washington
State University, the UA, and North
Carolina State University, the project's
current lead institution. Led by Lance
Perryman, a veterinary pathologist,
professor and department head in the
A young Holstein

calf

typical of the age
group affected by

Cryptosporidiosis
parvum.

"We set out to define which
parts of the parasite are
absolutely essential for it to
complete its life cycle, and
then make a vaccine targeted
just to those."

NCSU College of Veterinary Medicine,
the team focused its initial efforts on a
parasite molecule known as P23.
"It's a parasite surface molecule that
we strongly believe is involved in
motility. In other words the parasite
uses it to move around in the gut and
ultimately infect cells," Riggs says.
Perryman, Riggs and collaborators
at WSU then cloned the gene for P23
and made a recombinant vaccine out
of it. That vaccine has now been
licensed to industry: one of the largest
veterinary biologics companies in the
world will take it through the regulatory process and ultimately produce
and market it. A patent has not been
issued yet, but it's currently being
prosecuted. The vaccine may be on the
market in as soon as two years.
The researchers decided that vaccinating the cow rather than the calf was
the best course to take, since calves are
exposed at birth and would have
inadequate time to develop their own
active immunity prior to infection. A
vaccinated cow can passively immunize her calf as it nurses during the
first 30 minutes after birth, because
protective antibodies induced by the
vaccine pass through the colostrum.
Newborn calves get 100% of their
antibodies in the first three nursings,
according to Riggs; they are born with
essentially no antibodies of their own
and don't begin developing them until
the first one to two weeks of age.
Vaccinating the cow two to three
months before birth is adequate.
"And it works," Riggs asserts.
"Until early 1999 some people in the
field didn't believe it would work.
That year published results from
NCSU describing remarkable protection just silenced the skeptics."
Under Riggs' leadership at the
University of Arizona, the team is also
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working on another vaccine based on
a different parasite molecule called
CSL. This molecule binds in a lock and -key fashion with a receptor on
host epithelial cells in the gut. In his
lab, graduate student Beth Huey Tubman is cloning the CSL gene. Riggs
is optimistic that they will soon be
immunizing cattle in pilot studies with
the recombinant protein.
"We set out to define which parts of
the parasite are absolutely essential for
it to complete its life cycle, and then
make a vaccine targeted just to those,"
Riggs says. "P23 and CSL turned out
as the first two identified targets. I'm
sure there will be others."
Riggs expects the CSL vaccine will
be as effective or more effective than
the P23 vaccine, and is excited about
combining both molecules in a single
vaccine to hit two targets. Biologics
companies want as few ingredients as
possible in most vaccines for cost
reasons, but Riggs argues that a multivalent vaccine would be most effective
in this case because of the parasite's
complex life cycle. A patent has
recently been issued to the UA on the
CSL vaccine and use of antibodies for

treating cryptosporidiosis. Riggs and
Perryman plan to test the individual
and combined vaccines side by side
under highly controlled conditions to
evaluate their efficacies.
This work has applications for
humans as well, including international travelers, children in day care
centers, animal caretakers and veterinarians. The disease can be a real
problem for veterinarians and veterinary students, who get it when they
treat infected calves. Riggs himself
winces at the memory of the 20 pounds
he lost during about with
cryptosporidiosis he acquired while
working with an infected calf during
residency training. The National
Institutes of Health is funding the
research in this area, targeted towards
passive immunization.
A vaccine to induce active immunity
won't work in people with full -blown
AIDS or other immunodeficiencies, but
Riggs and colleagues believe that
passive immunization with orally
administered neutralizing monoclonal
antibodies, or treatment with recombinant of synthetic host receptor- and
parasite attachment molecule based

therapies, may ultimately be useful in
the absence of effective drugs. These
approaches would likely be costprohibitive in livestock, and would
have application primarily to humans,
he notes. So after ten years of research,
the team is finally seeing application
of their findings to both calves and
humans in the not -too -distant future.
As for the livestock vaccine, livestock
producers can't use it unless it's cost effective.
"If you can't vaccinate each animal
for a few bucks, it's not going to sell,"
Riggs contends. "The pharmaceutical
industry and researchers want to

ideally combine the major pathogens
of calves into one vaccine for this
purpose. The prediction is that eventually this will all come out of one bottle
and cover all the major intestinal
pathogens of calves."
And to cattle growers it will probably be most welcome to complement
their existing good management
practices which are essential, Riggs
says. "For Cryptosporidium, right now
they've got nothing but soap and
water and the sun.

"

What is Cryptosporidiosis?

Over four hundred thousand people contracted cryptosporidiosis
the parasitic gastrointestinal infection from the municipal water supply. It was contaminated
with the protozoan parasite Cryptosporidium parvum, which can infect animals, birds and humans.
First identified in 1907 in mice, the parasite went ignored as a
curiosity until the first case in cattle was diagnosed in 1971 by veterinarians.The first human case was diagnosed in 976.
"It was not fully appreciated as a primary pathogen until awareness
increased and diagnosticians began looking for it in diarrhea cases, "says
Michael Riggs, UA veterinary pathologist. It gained even more attention in the early 1980s when it was first described in AIDS patients.
In livestock, the disease is not often fatal unless complicated by
other infections, but beef and dairy calves suffer significant setbacks,
ultimately causing moderate to severe economic losses through decreased beef and milk production. Beef and dairy calves up to about
four weeks of age are most susceptible.
In humans it ranges from a mild to moderately severe case of diarrhea and flu -like symptoms for a healthy person to persistent, fulminant diarrhea with serious complications and death for those with
compromised immune systems, including people with cancer,AIDS, or
in Milwaukee in 1993 when they developed

1

patients receiving organ transplants.The disease can also be severe in

Microscopic view of C.
epithelial cells.

parvum

inside calfintestinal

infants and the elderly.Workers in daycare centers, international travelers, veterinarians and veterinary students caring for infected calves
may contract self-limiting forms, because a normal immune system
fights it successfully.
C. parvum exists worldwide and is transmitted mainly through contact with contaminated feces from infected hosts, or with contaminated water sources. Most people get it from direct contact with feces
shed from infected humans or animals but waterborne transmission is
on the rise. Prevalence in humans is much higher in developing countries with poor sanitation. In calves, the infection occurs in the majority of dairy and beef cattle operations in the U.S.
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Emerging Pathogens
Detecting waterborne microsporidia
By Susan McGinley

ater teems with millions of
organisms most of us will
never see, and some we
wouldn't want to swallow, either. Good
water quality depends on accurate
testing and filtering methods to identify
and remove pathogens, but sometimes a
disease organism is so small that current
testing methods don't pick it up. Then
the pathogen becomes a floating time
bomb, multiplying to a critical mass that
will start making people sick.
Often the first to succumb are those
with compromised immune systems
people with cancer who are undergoing
chemotherapy, or AIDS patients. That
was the case with microsporidia (see
sidebar). No one had really paid much
attention to this group of protozoan
parasites until 30-40% of AIDS patients
began developing microsporidial
infections.
That caught the attention of two
scientists in particular at the University
of Arizona, who wondered what was
going on.
"One of the things we do is look at
emerging pathogens," says Chuck
Gerba, an environmental microbiologist
in the Department of Soil, Water and
Environmental Sciences. "Here's a thing
suddenly showing up in AIDS patients
and it's widespread. We start looking at
an environmental cause."
Two years ago Gerba and Ian Pepper,
director of the university's Water
Quality Center, began working on ways
to identify the pathogen, because no
detection methods had yet been developed. Scot Dowd, one of their Ph.D.
candidates, developed a method for
detecting microsporidia in the feces of

-

AIDS patients in 1997. Pepper and
Gerba then needed to figure out how to
find it in water, an ongoing strategy.
"It's one thing to detect it in a clinical
sample and quite another to detect in an
environmental sample," Pepper says.
The trick was, and still is, to figure out

how many microsporidia lurk in large
bodies of water. Currently drinking
water utilities don't monitor the water
supply for microsporidia, and have no
means for extracting the organism from
the water.
Treating it as "an organized detective
game," as Gerba says, they began by
looking for a pattern. Was it waterborne,
was it alive, how easily could it be killed
through disinfection, and how well
could it survive? These were things
drinking water utilities need to know
about a pathogen. In fact, this research is
sponsored by the American Waterworks
Association Research Foundation, the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
sanitation districts, and even Amway.
The screening method the researchers
devised for waterborne microsporidia
involved nucleic acids -DNA.
"Just imagine you have one pathogen
in an environmental sample surrounded
by 100 million other pathogenic microorganisms," Pepper explains. "There's a
way to amplify the DNA specific to the
pathogen, to the equivalent of a million
pathogenic cells, that makes the detection much easier." They worked out two
DNA isolation methods and combined
them with an assay method called
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) where
targeted sequences of DNA are amplified, sequenced and then checked
against a known database.

"The buzz phrase is computer -based
sequence analysis," Pepper says. While
other methods used for routine screening of pathogens have failed to catch
microsporidia, the PCR method
"showed the ability to detect less than
ten spores in purified water concentrates," according to the researchers. Not
only that, it was able to identify and
differentiate different species (thousands
exist) of microsporidia that infect both
humans and non -humans.
Pepper and Gerba were the first to
detect microsporidia in groundwater in
Arizona. They have been testing surface
water samples from locations throughout the state, and some from California.
So far, 50% of them have come back
positive for human pathogenic
microsporidia. The researchers add that
it was detected first in Arizona only
because that's where they started testing
'for it; other states have it, too.
The scientists maintain that more
research is needed to determine how
widespread human pathogenic
microsporidia are in the water supply. A
drinking water outbreak of
microsporidiosis in France was just
reported in the Journal of Infectious
Diseases. Gerba and Pepper wonder
about future outbreaks, and offer their
detection methods as a way of avoiding
them.
"Half of the time we cannot identify
the agent causing waterborne disease.
There are many pathogens out there to
be discovered," Pepper says. "Every
now and then you can fish an emerging
pathogen out of that black box.

"

Microsporidia
Microsporidia are protozoan parasites that infect animals, fish,
insects and humans around the world, causing a wide variety of
infections in the respiratory, urinary and gastrointestinal tracts.
The bacteria -sized microsporidia are difficult to detect.The
occurrence of microsporidial infections in humans was not well
documented until AIDS patients began having problems with
them. Currently 30 -40% of AIDS patients suffer microsporidial
attacks on the liver, lungs, and other organs throughout the body.
Transplant recipients who get it can suffer from chronic diarrhea,
vomiting, dyspepsia, and weight loss. In those with normal
immune systems, microsporidia usually cause milder illnesses,

I2

such as traveler's diarrhea, although corneal infections and other

conditions are possible.
Microsporidia were first identified at the turn of the 20th century,
but until recently no one had considered the environment as a
source for infection of humans or other animals by these protozoa.
The potential importance of these infectious agents, as well as the
relative lack of suitable methods for their detection, drew the
interest of scientists in the UA College of Agriculture and Life
Sciences. Ian Pepper and Charles Gerba developed techniques for
detection of microsporidia and used them to detect these parasites
in groundwater in Arizona.
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Genes for Queens
Understanding more about bee genetics
By Jay Withgott

If you're a honeybee, you're probably fated to spend your whole life

hard at work gathering food and
tending the hive. Or-if you're lucky
enough to be the queen -you could
spend it lazing around, being waited
on hand and foot, with nothing to do
but produce offspring.
What makes a bee a queen or a
worker? Well, it turns out some of it's
in the genes, or at least in the way
they're expressed. Two University of
Arizona researchers have identified
genes that express themselves differently in queen bees and worker bees
a finding that gets at the genetic basis
for caste determination in social
insects. Jay D. Evans, a recent Center
for Insect Science postdoctoral fellow
now at the USDA Bee Research Lab in
Maryland, and Diana E. Wheeler, an
associate professor in the Department
of Entomology, reported their findings
in the May 11, 1999 Proceedings of the

-

National Academy of Sciences.
Social insects are those insects such as
ants, bees, and termites, that live in
complex societies made up of individuals specialized to perform different
functions. These different roles are called
castes, and commonly include workers
and soldiers. At the center of these
societies is the queen-the individual
female who grows to enormous size,
produces all the colony's offspring, and
is tended by these offspring so she can
produce still more.
For years biologists have asked how
individual insects get pigeon-holed into
becoming one caste or another. And with
the honeybee, Apis mellifera, the answer
seemed to be in the food they ate. Larvae
that were fed "royal jelly" became
queens, while those fed only nectar and
pollen became workers.
"We know a great deal about the role
of nutrition in driving larvae to become
queens or workers," Evans says, "but
little attention has been paid, until
recently, to the genes involved with
initiating a caste switch."
In their study, Evans and Wheeler
located seven stretches of DNA that
expressed themselves differently in
queen larvae and worker larvae. It is
the first direct demonstration of
differential gene expression underlying caste determination in a social
insect. In fact, writes Dr. H. Frederik
Nijhout of Duke University in a

commentary accompanying the report,

it "is the first specific information we
have on the molecular events that

accompany a developmental switch
between alternative pathways in
insects in general. We now have a
proven technique that can be used to
delve into the details of what goes on
at the molecular level when developmental pathways diverge."
Evans and Wheeler believe the diet is
a switch that turns these genes on or off,
so earlier findings with queen and
worker diets are not invalidated. The
researchers have simply delved one step
deeper into the mechanisms of how
castes are determined.
"I've always wanted to know more
about the switch, the architecture of it,"
Wheeler says. "This is the technological
breakthrough I've been waiting for."
To find the genes, the researchers used
a new technique called suppressive
subtraction, along with more established
methods. Basically, they took messenger
RNA (which creates proteins from
DNA's instructions) and used it to work
in reverse, creating copies of the DNA
sequences that were expressing themselves. They took such DNA copies from
larvae starting down the queen path and
larvae starting down the worker path
and with the new method teased apart
the DNA that was similar among queen
larvae and worker larvae from that
which was different. Several experimental steps later, they then determined the
nucleotide sequences of the seven DNA

strands that differed between queen
larvae and worker larvae.
Knowing a gene's nucleotide
sequence doesn't tell you much unless
you can match it up with sequences
from other organisms for which the
gene functions are already known.
Evans and Wheeler did this, and
found suggestive evidence for specific
functions of their genes.
Ironically, both researchers switched
away from their organism of speciality
ants-to conduct this study. Wheeler is
widely recognized for extensive work on
hormonal control of caste development
in ants, and Evans had done work on
interactions among queens in ant
species with multiple queens.
But, they say, ants would have been
intractable for this question, and honeybees were perfect. Among several reasons

-

is the fact that bees keep their larvae in
particular cells so that the researchers
could identify and keep track of individual

larvae, whereas ants simply throw them
together in a "brood pile."
Keeping track of larvae was important
since Evans and Wheeler wanted to
determine when exactly in the young

bees' development particular genes get
turned on. "We thought we were getting
really close, temporally, to the start of
differentiation," Evans said, although he
added that now they believe there may
be genes differentially expressed even
earlier than the ones they found. And
certainly, they say, many more than
seven genes must be involved.
One interesting aspect of their work is
that most of the genes that were "turned
on" occurred in worker larvae, rather
than queen larvae, thus going against
the notion that becoming a queen is the
special condition that needs explaining.
Evans explains that this could imply
that workers are more complex and
derived than queens, or it could simply
be that other genes specifying queen ness get turned on in later developmental stages they did not test.
Evans and Wheeler see at least two
major future applications of their work.
First, their data lays the groundwork for
comparative research with other social
insects. Knowing these seven bee genes
will provide a helpful starting point for
other researchers hoping to explore the
molecular basis of caste determination
and -more broadly-the evolution of
sociality in insects.
Second, caste determination is only
one example of a broader phenomenon
common in insects, called
polyphenism. Polyphenism refers to
the ability of insects with similar genes
to express very different phenotypes,
that is, different physical forms or
behaviors. The ability to attain different phenotypes that match different
environmental conditions, Wheeler
says, "has contributed a lot to [insects'] success, and this is a technological breakthrough that will allow us
to understand how they do that.
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A New Tool for Precision Agriculture
it's site -specific
By Joanne Littlefield

New tools can help bring in a

more

cost -effective

crop.

Whether it's applying fertilizer,
ordering irrigation water or assessing
crop yield, Arizona's agricultural producers continually adopt -and adapt

-

new technology to fine -tune their operations.
Pete Waller, an assistant professor in
the Department of Agricultural and
Biosystems Engineering, in the College
of Agriculture and Life Sciences, is part
of a team that tests and develops equipment to make farming more precise. He
is collaborating with researchers from
other departments at the UA and with
Ed Barnes and Tom Clarke from the
USDA -ARS Water Conservation Laboratory. They have been working on a remote sensing project at the UA's
Maricopa Agricultural Center (MAC) in
Pinal County for three years.
"In 1999, a remote sensing system was
used to develop daily reflectance maps
of a cotton field with one square meter
resolution," Waller says. "This remote
sensing system, called the Agricultural
Irrigation Information System (AGIIS),
consists of a track mounted on a linear
move irrigation system. A cart with a
remote sensing package and GPS unit
travels back and forth on the track.
Based on cart data, images with one
square meter resolution are constructed
in a geographic information system.
Waller believes the AGIIS system is a
valuable research tool; researchers in
other states have already expressed interest in it.
"Use of this tool may prove to be cost prohibitive for production agriculture,"
he says. "It really depends on whether
the value of the information exceeds the
cost of installation and operation."
There is a patent pending on the AGIIS
system's design. The design and construction team included Chris Choi, associate professor, three graduate students from the Department of Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering: Julio
Haberland, Mike Kostrzewski, and Paul
Colaizzi; and UA shop mechanics
Charles Defer and Jack Keating. The design and construction phase of the
project was funded by the Department
of Energy.
Tom Clarke at the USDA Water Conservation Laboratory in Phoenix used
data from the AGIIS system to develop
14

"The goal is to obtain the highest economic profit and least
environmental damage by getting the right amount of water and
nutrients to the plants at the right time. It's sometimes called
`site -specific' agriculture:"

The Agricultural Irrigation Information System (AGIIS) moves across the track mounted
on top of a linear move irrigation system.

the Canopy Chlorophyll Concentration
Index, an algorithm that determines nitrogen stress in cotton, but is not influenced by water stress, according to
Waller.
"The CCCI algorithm may be a valuable research and management tool for
future remote sensing systems: groundbased, airborne, or satellite," he says.
"Precision agriculture requires a sensor system, decision algorithm and delivery system for application of spatially
varying amounts of water, nutrients and
pesticides," Waller says. "The goal is to
obtain the highest econmic profit and
least environmental damage by getting
the right amount of water and nutrients
to the plants at the right time. It's sometimes called 'site- specific' agriculture. "'
Even fields in the same geographic
location can have varying water and
nutrient requirements throughout the
field, and pest infestations may only occur only in sections of the fields, Waller
adds. "The optimal rates of application

of water, fertilizers and pesticides may
vary throughout the field for maximum
economic return. A yield calculation al-

gorithm based on remotely sensed crop
growth, maturity, or quality indices may
allow growers to determine the optimal
timing and rate of application to each
section of the field. The goal is to minimize crop stress in each section of the
field with the minimum inputs. In a commercial system, all of these components
are necessary."
For the winter 2000 -2001 growing season, the research team is developing
water and nitrogen stress indices as well
as plant quality indices for broccoli.
They are also evaluating the system for
use at various times of day with different solar angles, and at night.
According to Waller, the AGIIS system, combined with a linear move or
pivot irrigation setup, has the potential
to fulfill all of the requirements for a precision agriculture system.
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Improving Dairy Bull Selection
Genetic markers reduce guesswork
By Susan McGinley and Lorraine Kingdon

get a good dairy cow, you start
with a good bull. The dairy
industry relies on identifying
bulls that have all the right genes for
producing milk in the next generation
of daughters. Artificial insemination
(AI) companies take the lead in this
search by selecting and maintaining
the kinds of bulls their customers need
and want. This process can be expensive and time -consuming, because to
prove a bull's genetic worth for milk
production you have to look at his
daughters.
AI companies first identify the top
1% of the cows in the country and
mate them to the very best bulls, using
multiple -ovulation and embryo
transfer. Bull
calves born from
these matings are
then selected to
enter a progeny
testing program to
"prove" their
worth as sires.
Currently, proving
the value of young
bulls in the dairy
industry costs AI
companies
between $25,000
and $45,000 per
bull and requires
about five years
while waiting for
their daughters to
grow up, get
pregnant and start
producing milk.
Even though the
young bulls are
To

This type of research will help take
some of the guesswork out of breeding
dairy cattle, saving the dairy business
both time and money, according to
DeNise. "Molecular biology will allow
companies to identify important
regions of chromosomes, identify
important genes, and improve the
accuracy of selecting young sires,"
DeNise says. "Also, companies will be
able to narrow their testing to include
only those potential bull mothers that
possess the best genetic combina-

tions."
In her research, DeNise extracts
DNA from samples of milk, blood and
tissue taken from daughters of bulls
that have milk production records and

inherited favorable genes, improving
their probability of being a successful AI
bull.
The same technology can be used to
identify bulls that are carriers of
genetic defects. For example, Weaver
Syndrome is a neurological genetic
disease found in Brown Swiss cattle.
In the early 80s some of the best bulls
in the breed were discovered to be
carriers of the Weaver gene. As the
good bulls became more prominent,
the deleterious gene occurred more
frequently in the population.
DeNise has developed a marker test
to identify animals that have a high
probability of carrying the deleterious
gene if either of their parents are
known to have
it. Her lab in the
UA College of

Agriculture and
Life Sciences is

Dairy cows at the UA Campus Agricultural Center
selected from
those sired by top bulls out of superior
from the sire himself. Chromosomes
cows, only one out of every nine
come in pairs and each daughter will
becomes an active sire because he
only inherit half of the chromosomes of
received the right set of genes from his
a bull. Using molecular markers, the
parents. The average investment in
chromosomes are identified so that
every successful AI sire is between
DeNise can determine which chromo$225,000 and $405,000.
somal segment was inherited by each
"If we could improve the chances of
daughter. Each cow's performance
selecting sires with the best genetic
record can be evaluated using these
merit, then AI companies would see a
chromosomal segments. If DeNise
finds differences between daughters
substantial drop in investment per
bull," says Sue DeNise, a professor in
that inherit different chromosomes,
the UA Department of Animal Sciences.
then there must be genes nearby in the
"We are now accumulating evidence
sequence that influence performance.
about regions of chromosomes that
She can use this information in
affect performance characteristics in
selecting among bulls of future generacattle."
tions, to choose those likely to have

the official test
location for the
Brown Swiss
Cattle Breeder's
Association. The
commercial
animals DeNise
tests are also
used to study
the Weaver
gene's influence
on milk production.
:
Animals with
just
one copy of
a
the defective
gene show no
outward appearance of the
disease. However, if an animal has two copies, the
condition develops. Although the high
mortality from Weaver Syndrome can
be devastating economically for a
dairy producer, cows that have a
single copy of the defective gene
produce more milk. DeNise thinks the
gene for this characteristic is located
somewhere near the gene for Weaver
Syndrome. By finding and characterizing the high milk production gene she
will be able to assist AI companies in
identifying bulls that carry this gene.
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The Desert Vegetable Crop Production Program
Assistance for Arizona's growers

Argriculture in Arizona is a $6.3

billion dollar industry. In
esponse to growers' needs, the
University of Arizona College of
Agriculture and Life Sciences created
its Desert Vegetable Crop Production
Program (DVPP). Faculty associated
with the program include weed
scientists, plant pathologists and
entomologists in Cooperative Extension who are at the forefront of desert
vegetable research. Arizona vegetable
growers and shippers are the main
clientele. Additional clientele who are
kept abreast of current research
include crop production consultants,
seed, fertilizer and agrichemical
industry representatives, pesticide
applicators, equipment manufacturers,
storage operators and truckers. According to the Arizona Department of
Agriculture, Arizona's agriculture
industry ranks third in the nation for
the production of fresh market vegetables.
In 1995 the College of Agriculture
conducted an extensive review process
of Cooperative Extension outreach
efforts, and determined that a program
was needed to communicate the latest
College of Agriculture and university
research findings to the agricultural
community. The DVPP was created to
meet the following goals:
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on melons.

By Joanne Littlefield

The vegetable team held training

Yuma is considered the leading workshops to outline the uses and
supplier of winter lettuce in the restrictions for growers and crop
consultants on this new chemistry.
country.
Assisting Arizona vegetable
industry in remaining competitive and profitable in a global
economy;

Introducing, evaluating and
assisting in the development of
new opportunities and new
crops to expand the industry;
Evaluating, developing and
introducing economical and
environmentally responsible
methods for efficient water use
and crop protection practices;
Assisting the Arizona vegetable industry in providing
the U.S. and international
consumer with safe and
nutritious quality foods at
affordable prices.

RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS
Entomology
The Department of Entomology has
conducted extensive research to learn
more about how to combat whitefly in
cotton, melons and vegetable crops.
Historically, whitefly migrates to other
crops when cotton is defoliated in the
fall. This has led to significant damage
on vegetable crops, especially fall
lettuce, leafy vegetables and cole crops.
Because the introduction of insect
growth regulators (IGR's) has decreased whitefly populations on
cotton, the DVPP has worked to extend
its use on other crops.
During 1998 and 1999, members of
the DVPP, working with growers, crop
consultants and the Arizona Department of Agriculture, generated recommendations on the use of a new IGR to
manage whiteflies in cross-commodities (melon- cotton-lettuce). These
resulted in an EPA emergency exemption for its use before official registration was completed. (Based on insect
hormones, growth regulators disrupt
the growth and development of
insects, but are safe to humans and the
environment.)

Additionally, the publication Cross
Commodity Guidelines for Managing
Whiteflies and Sustaining Chemical
Efficacy in Arizona was distributed at the
5th Annual Melon Field Day, Maricopa
Agricultural Center in June of 1999.
In the spring of 1999 a new insect pest
arrived in Yuma, Arizona: the lettuce
aphid. "While we don't know if it will
return this next year, a significant
amount of research is being conducted
to combat this pest," says David Kerns,
an entomologist at the UA's Yuma
Agriculture Center. Yuma is considered the leading supplier of winter
lettuce in the country.

Plant Diseases
UA plant pathologist Mary Olsen is
investigating diseases on peppers and
melons, two major vegetable crops in
Arizona. About six years ago peppers
began showing signs of powdery
mildew in Cochise County. Olsen
wants to find out where the disease is
coming from-possibly from a weed

host -and determine which varieties
of peppers are most susceptible.
In the past, the only registered
fungicide that worked was sulfur,
which had to be applied as a preventive measure. "This year we received a
Section 18 emergency exemption from
the EPA for another fungicide,
myclobutanil, to try to combat this
pathogen," Olsen says. "Trials have
been conducted in central and southeast Arizona."
Melon diseases are currently under
study in the laboratory and in field
trials. Charcoal rot of melons, which
causes a crown rot on the fruit, has
been found on drip- irrigated melons in
central Arizona. "We are trying to find
out how and when it enters the plant
and why all of the sudden it's getting
worse, Olsen says. "We need to know
what its sensitivity is to different
fungicides, and why it's more prevalent in drip irrigated melon fields. We
are also looking into the basic biology
of the fungus itself."
"We really want to work on resistance management- trying to keep
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fungicides from developing resistance-by rotating different kinds of chemicals using fungicides that have a
different mode of action each time,"
Olsen says.

Weed Control
After many years of use, Dacthal
herbicide has been taken off the market
and will no longer be available for
vegetable growers in Arizona. According to Kai Umeda, area extension agent
in vegetable crops, this creates a
significant hole in weed control
programs. "Growers have lost a major
tool in controlling weeds in cole crops
and onions," he says.
"Cole crops now only have two
herbicides to be used at planting time
in order to establish a crop stand. We
are investigating what the two in
combination might do to give broader
control." Without Dacthal, herbicides
for onions are limited. "We are investigating the use of Prefar combined with
Prowl herbicide at lower than label
rates. We are finding that combining
these two herbicides offers exceptional
weed control," Umeda says. He is also
investigating using lower than labeled
rates of postemergence herbicides
applied to younger, smaller-sized
onion plants.
Umeda has recently obtained grants
from the Arizona Iceberg Lettuce
Research Council and USDA IR -4
program to evaluate new herbicides for
potential use on lettuce and other
vegetables. "These are products
recently registered for use in corn,
soybeans and cereal crops. We will be
conducting evaluations on cantaloupes, watermelon, broccoli and
lettuce for these pre-and post -emergence herbicides."
Umeda, Yuma County agriculture
extension agent Barry Tickes and
extension weed specialist Bill
McCloskey are evaluating the 'plant back' of vegetables into fields that
previously have been treated with
cotton or alfalfa herbicides to determine residual activity on vegetable
crops.

efforts for DVPP members, especially in
entomology and plant pathology."
After conducting extensive research in
the field and gathering information from
all available sources, faculty develop
and execute an educational program

through frequent and timely demonstrations, workshops, short courses, field
days, and meetings. They also write and
distribute bulletins, and reports. "We
generate a lot of data and information
that we need to disseminate," Umeda
says. "One of the basic mechanisms we
chose was the World Wide Web. There is
a statewide site, as well as two regional
sites: one for Yuma County, and one on
Maricopa County vegetable crops."

Vegetable Crop Web Sites

Linking Food Production to
Food Safety
As a way of getting more information
to a wider variety of people, Safe Food
2000 was developed as a multi -year

initiative by Cooperative Extension
and 21 other organizations to improve
food safety information and training in
Arizona. Partners include state and
county health departments, school
food services, local restaurants and
food businesses, educators, food
banks, agriculture and food service
professionals plus faculty from the
Maricopa County Cooperative Extension agriculture and family and
consumer science departments. It
includes training for civic and religious groups for safe quantity -food

preparation.
Statewide: ag.arizona.edu/
extension/programs/vegetables /program.html.
Maricopa County: ag.arizona.edu/

maricopa / vegcrops. Includes
updates on meetings, field days
and workshops as well as the
monthly Vegetables Newsletter,
which contains information on
new methods, products, projects
and activities.
Yuma County: ag.arizona.edu/
aes /yac /veginfo. Includes a pest
update that describes appearance, biology, damage, management, and action thresholds for
various insect pests of leafy
vegetables, cole crops, and
melons.

Certification Programs for
Arizona-grown Vegetable Crops
The Desert Vegetable Production
Program has generated several subgroups mentioned previously, including
weed control and plant pathology.
Another is the Integrated Pest Management (IPM) team. "For the past year we
have been developing and promoting the
IPM certification program," says
David Kerns, Yuma County Agriculture
Center entomologist. "In this program
producers grow their crop using IPM
techniques and then document it.
Through this certification process
growers may get a premium value if the
crop is marketed as such." Kerns says
certification is still in its infancy. "It will
be at least a year before it is fully in
place. We are working with a growers
committee to establish the guidelines."
111111111111111111111111111.1111111111111111111.11
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Getting the Word Out
The DVPP maintains regular contact
with agricultural producers to assess
current commercial production needs.
They meet at least once a year for a day
and a half to hear suggestions from the
advisory committee for the Vegetable
IPM program. "We also offer the
advisory group the opportunity to see
research activities in labs on campus in
Tucson," Umeda says. "That exchange
contributes to the direction of research
Agricultural Experiment Station Research Report

Preventing Adolescent Alcohol Misuse
Survey targets preteens and teens

rugs, guns, violence, alcohol,
sex -these are the distractions
young people face today. With
all the media attention given to youth
problems around the country, it's easy to
believe that 'everyone is doing it.'
'Not so' in the case of alcohol consumption, say researchers Jennifer
Maggs, University of Arizona and John
Schulenberg, University of Michigan. By
using data on alcohol use collected from
20,000 middle school and high school
students and parents, these researchers
have found that not as many youth are
drinking alcohol as the public may
think.
The Alcohol Misuse Prevention Study
(AMPS), funded by the National Institute for Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism,
began in 1984. Maggs joined the project
while at the University of Michigan and
continued as co- leader with her move to
the University of Arizona College of
Agriculture and Life Sciences as an
assistant professor of family studies and
human development in the School of
Family and Consumer Sciences in 1995.
A three -year subcontract from the
University of Michigan to the University
of Arizona (1996 to 1999) has enabled
Maggs and her graduate student
assistants to conduct analyses and write
papers based on the AMPS data. At the
point Maggs joined the AMPS, the data
had been collected and the research
team was focusing on evaluating for
whom the AMPS curriculum was most
effective, and why.
"One goal of the AMPS was to give
young adolescents more accurate data
about alcohol use among their peers,"
Maggs explains. "Adolescents (and
adults) invariably overestimate the
prevalence of alcohol and other substance use among students. When
people learn the more accurate information that the great majority of middle
school students do not abuse alcohol, a
potential not -so- subtle pressure to
experiment with alcohol loses much of
its power. Even fewer young adolescents
use illegal drugs. This strategy can
easily be implemented in prevention
programs using local data, if available,
or national data, for example, from the
annual Monitoring the Future surveys."
Over the length of the project, 20,000
adolescents and parents from many
schools and communities in southeastern Michigan were surveyed about real
18

By Joanne Littlefield

"Adolescents (and adults)
invariably overestimate the
prevalence of alcohol and other
substance use among students.
When people learn the more
accurate information that the
great majority of middle school
students do not abuse alcohol, a
potential not -so- subtle pressure
to experiment with alcohol
loses much of its power."

and perceived alcohol use and misuse.
Researchers wanted to evaluate short
and long -term effects of the AMPS
curriculum, which emphasized skills to
resist direct and indirect influences to
drink alcohol. These skills included
refusal skills, knowledge about alcohol,
and reasons to avoid using or misusing
alcohol.
AMPS is a school -based prevention
program, relying on regular classroom
teachers for implementation. The
prevention curriculum is intensive,
involving several hours per week for
several weeks. One difference between
the AMPS and 'just say no' programs is
the refusal skills training. Maggs says
that maintaining social relationships is
one reason students begin to drink.
"Students practice ways to resist offers
to drink in ways that help them to save
face and avoid embarrassment. They
also discuss resisting more subtle
pressures such as advertising messages
and perceived norms that the majority of
adolescents use drugs and alcohol."
Students were randomly assigned at
the beginning to either the treatment or
the control group. Out of the original
survey group of 20,000, longitudinal
data (over several years) from approximately 7,000 adolescents was collected
as the young people were followed from

fifth or sixth grade through high school

and young adulthood.
In the surveys alcohol use was
measured by the frequency of drinking
beer, wine or hard liquor multiplied by
the quantity per average drinking
occasion in the previous 12 months. To
measure alcohol misuse students were
asked to indicate whether they had
experienced any of nine problems
associated with drinking in the past 12
months, including getting very drunk,
getting sick after drinking, friends
complaining about their drinking, and
getting into trouble with parents because
of drinking. The students were also
asked about reasons they might drink or
not drink, such as 'to have a good time,'
'to be part of the group,' 'my friends are
against drinking alcohol,' or 'because of
the risk of getting hurt or in trouble.'
Although it is normal for students'
endorsement of reasons not to drink to
decrease as they move through high
school, students who were randomly
assigned to receive the AMPS curriculum changed less than those in the
control group, according to Maggs.
"Another important finding from the
AMPS is that the timing of interventions
is crucial," Maggs states. "The AMPS

curriculum was implemented in fifth
and sixth grade, but was most effective
for those early teens in sixth grade who
had already begun to experiment with
alcohol. This suggests that while
prevention should begin at an early age,
it is possible to begin TOO early." She
says information and skills presented
need to seem relevant to the participants.
"Of course, the most appropriate timing
will vary for different locations and
populations, but program planners
should seriously consider issues of
timing to maximize impact."
Maggs and Schulenberg are guest
editing a special issue of the journal
Applied Developmental Science that will
focus on how prevention programs can
alter the course of child and adolescent
development in positive ways. They note
in particular how the AMPS successfully targeted risk factors such as
susceptibility to peer pressure as a way
of reducing substance misuse during
adolescence. The future for the AMPS is
to integrate these findings into drug,
alcohol and tobacco 'resistance
trainings' offered to young people
throughout Arizona.
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New Treatment for `Change- Resistant Smokers'
Couples find the habit hard to break

n the early days of Hollywood, the
movies portrayed it seductively:
the couple smoking together,
enjoying a romantic interlude. Today,
some couples find it extremely difficult
to break that bond, despite overwhelming medical evidence that smoking kills.
The lure of couples smoking is so strong
that an anti -smoking campaign in
Oregon actually uses a similar Hollywood scene to encourage quitting. In a
black and white photo mimicking a
movie scene, he says "Mind if I
smoke ?" and she replies "Care if I die ?"
Cigarette smoking continues to be a
leading cause of death from cardiac
fáilure and lung disease. Despite the
prevalence of nicotine patches, nicotine
gum and hypnosis, cessation programs
just don't work for some people, says
Michael Rohrbaugh, a professor of
family studies and human development, and psychology. "Although
effective cessation treatments exist,
their overall effect is modest, and they
rarely reach the high -risk, health compromised smokers who need them
most."
After smoking for years together,
many couples have woven the smoking
regime into an integral part of their
relationship. When one person seeks to
quit, the dynamics of their relationship
can change. A preliminary study led by
Rohrbaugh found that family and
relationship patterns contribute to the
persistence of high-risk smoking.
Funded by the College of Agriculture
and Life Sciences, the Couples and
Smoking Assessment Project assessed
physician-referred couples who had at
least one partner continuing to smoke
cigarettes despite multiple personal
risk factors for heart disease. To
identify behavior patterns that appeared to encourage smoking,
Rohrbaugh and his colleagues conducted personal interviews and read
three weeks of the smokers' daily
diaries. Through one -way glass in the
laboratory, the researchers observed

After smoking for years
together, many couples have
woven the smoking regime
into an integral part of their
relationship.

By Joanne Littlefield

Smoking couples noted such things as "it's the only time we
talk" and "it's our forbidden pleasure together." In the
couples with one smoker only, patterns emerged in the ways
they tried to influence each other. Some commented, "The
more she complains, the more I smoke."

the couples while they smoked and
also while they did not.
Rohrbaugh and his team noted the
various "functions" smoking served in
the couple's relationship (e.g., drawing
the partners together or keeping them
apart), and sometimes in their interactions with other people. The team found
that the effects varied depending on
whether both partners smoked, or only
one. Smoking couples noted such things
as "it's the only time we talk" and "it's
our forbidden pleasure together." In
the couples with one smoker only,
patterns emerged in the ways they
tried to influence each other. Some
commented, "The more she complains,
the more I smoke."
Based on these findings and their
previous work with alcohol -involved
couples, Rohrbaugh, Varda Shoham,
Director of Clinical Training in the
Department of Psychology, and their
colleagues are developing family focused intervention for high -risk
smokers and their spouses. The
program will include some form of
nicotine replacement therapy. The
Family Consultation (FAMCON)
Project, which begins in January 2000,
is funded for three years by the National Institute on Drug Abuse.
Shoham and Rohrbaugh are the

principal investigators; collaborating
investigators are Myra Muramoto, UA
Family and Community Medicine;
Scott Leischow, Arizona Program for
Nicotine and Tobacco Research; and
Rod Cate, School of Family and
Consumer Sciences.
According to the researchers, the
goal is to develop, standardize, and
pilot test a systemic, couple- focused
treatment. As in the previous study,
this project includes physician referred smokers who continue to use
tobacco despite having symptoms of
heart or lung disease or multiple risk

factors for heart disease. One difference in this treatment is that at least
one of the smokers has expressed the
desire to quit.
FAMCON is designed to complement other cessation programs. "We
hope to encourage high -risk, change resistant smokers to give up smoking
for health reasons, and to set the
framework for their family and friends
to encourage them also," Rohrbaugh
says.
There is a special challenge in this
treatment program to develop guidelines for what to do when smokers
choose not to quit or who attempt to
quit and then relapse. In addition to
single- smoker couples, FAMCON will
also treat couples who both smoke. A
training manual and therapist training
materials will be developed as the
treatment project progresses.
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Student Activities Malte a Difference
Long-term study

of adolescent self-identification
By Lorraine B. Kingdon and Susan McGinley

Football, French club, band, 4 -H,

student government: extracurricu
lar activities are more than just a
way of passing time after class. They
actually help students make good
choices, both in school and later in life,
according to a long-term study conducted by UA Family Studies and
Human Development associate
professor Bonnie Barber and
Jacquelynne Eccles, a professor and
research scientist at the University of
Michigan. They find that extracurricular activities help teens define who
they are and encourage them to set
constructive goals for themselves.
"Being a Renaissance or eclectic teen
does make a difference," Barber says.
"When we began this research we
wanted to know if all these things
adolescents spend time on in high
school benefit their development, and
whether it makes a difference which
activity they take part in. Do all of
these things really change a person's
pathway ?" After 16 years of study, she
finds the answer is yes.
Usually most adolescent research
focuses on troubled youth. Instead,
Barber and her colleagues decided to
focus on positive activities to see if
they helped students to stay out of
trouble and do better in their lives. In
1983 the researchers began a longitudinal, or long -term study of adolescent
attitudes and activities among 2200
students from eight school districts in
southeastern Michigan. Barber was a
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research assistant at the University of
Michigan at that time.
The team has followed the same
group of students throughout their
high school and early adult years,
amassing a vast amount of data
regarding their after -school activities,
peer group associations, self- identities,
and work and academic choices after
high school. They have studied the
effects of these group pastimes on the
participants' personal lives and career
choices.
The study actually began when the
students were in the 6th grade; data
were collected when they were 12, 13,
15, 16, 18, 21, and 24 years of age. The
ninth wave of data will be collected
this year, when the participants have
turned 27. The research was funded by
grants from the William T. Grant
Foundation, the Spencer Foundation,
the National Institute of Child Health
and Development (NICHD), and the
National Science Foundation (NSF).
The project has received more funding
to continue for another three years.
Collection methods included written
surveys, face -to -face interviews, and
telephone interviews. In addition, the
researchers had access to each
student's entire set of school records,
and reports from teachers and parents.
And it hasn't stopped there:
"Now those students are having
families, and we're asking them what
activities they encourage for their
children," Barber says.

For the research, extracurricular
activities were clustered into five
categories:
Pro -social: attending church and /or
taking part in volunteer and com-

munity service activities;
Performance: taking part in school

band, drama, and /or dance;

participating in
student government, pep club, and/
or cheerleading;
School involvement:

Team sports: taking part in one or
more school teams;

Academic clubs: participating in

debate, foreign language, math or
chess clubs, science fair, or tutoring
in academic subjects.

Results
Results have indicated that extracurricular activity choices were frequently
predictive of long-term patterns in the
teenagers' lives, Barber says. The
outcomes of interest centered on the
students' frequency of drug and
alcohol use, behavior of friends, school
attendance, grade point average, and
likeliness to attend college.
Pro -social activities: Not surprisingly,
being active in church and community
service was related to lower rates of
risk behavior, including drinking and
drug use, and skipping school. Pro social activities were also linked to
better academic performance. However, this category of activities was not
necessarily associated with subsequent college attendance.
Team sports: Like pro -social activities,
sports participation predicted a better
grade point average, and also a greater
likelihood of going to college. However, participating in team sports was
also linked to increased rates of
drinking and getting drunk.
Performing arts: These activities were
related to reduced truancy rates and a
good grade point average, but had no
association with rates of substance
use.
Academic clubs: As expected, participating in academic clubs was associ-
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ated with a better grade point average
and the likelihood of going to college,
but, like performing arts, was not
connected to frequency of risky behavior.
All of these activities were linked to

better academic performance, with
athletic participation offering a rather
mixed blessing, according to Barber.
Although student athletes drank more
and engaged in more risky behaviors,
they also showed higher levels of
college attendance than even those
teens in pro -social activities. Sports
activities continued to be associated
with especially positive results for
women all the way into young adulthood, with those who had been female
athletes in high school reporting jobs
having more autonomy and better
long -term prospects.
Regarding the behavior of friends,
the research showed that teens in any
activity have more academically
focused peers, which helps explain the
relationship between activity participation, good grades, and future college
attendance. Among the pro-social
students, their friends aren't drinking
either, which may make them less
likely to skip class or drink. These are
extremely low-risk peers. However,
this type of activity did not predict
well for college attendance.

Putting it all together
From the outset, Barber and her
colleague, UA research specialist
Margaret Stone, wondered what it was
about these activities that caused
students to turn out so well.
"We knew it wasn't just the type of
activity selected," Barber says. "It
seemed there was something the
activity did, and we didn't know how
that worked. So we checked peer
groups -was there something about
hanging out with a peer group in these
activities that kept students out of
trouble and focused them more on
academics ?" That turned out to be the
case: students who participated in
positive extracurricular activities were
spending time with a different group of
peers than they would have met if they
had stayed out of the activity.
In addition to spending time with
adult leaders who cared about them,
and being attached to an organization
they could be proud of, teens enjoyed
their activity peer groups. As a result,
Barber says, they developed a collective identity of shared positive values.
The researchers noted that as youth
move into and through adolescence,
individuals become identified with
particular groups of friends. Being a

member of one of these crowds helps
structure what they do with their time
and influences the kinds of values and
norms they are exposed to.
"Knowing what an adolescent is
doing often tells us a lot about who the
adolescent is hanging out with,"
Barber says. "Overall, the reason the
activities had such beneficial results is
that they affected the way the adolescents saw themselves within the peer
culture. They integrated who they were
with a set of social traditions."
Thus extracurricular activities are
not just a way of passing time, Barber
contends. They extend a richness of
possibilities a student wouldn't get by
attending school and doing homework, with no outside interests.
Possible developmental benefits
include contributing to the community,
belonging to a valued group, establishing supportive networks of adults and
peers, and working in a challenging
setting.
"The long -term accrued benefits of
activity participation and the related
association with similar friends extend
well beyond adolescence," Barber
says. "In the future we will focus on
finding out to what degree our study
participants carry these values forward and pass them on to the next
generation."

The School of Family and Consumer Sciences
The School of Family and Consumer Sciences (formerly
named the School of Family and Consumer Resources) is one of
the largest units in the College of Agriculture, with a current
enrollment of 700 undergraduate students and 50 graduate
students.The school provides instructional, research, and
extension programs within two divisions: Family Studies and
Human Development (FSHD); and Retailing and Consumer
Studies (RCS).
Although the SFCS has traditionally focused more on society based issues, SFCS director Soyeon Shim says she sees a niche
the school could fill that would unite it more closely with
agricultural issues as well.
"As the trend continues toward consumer-driven, value added production in commercial agriculture, our retailing
program has the opportunity to establish itself as a leading unit
for consumer studies, market trade, food retailing and
(AUNITY INNOVATION EXCELLENCE
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agricultural business;" Shim says. "At the same time, the College

of Agriculture and Life Sciences seeks to address a wider range
of family needs in both urban and rural areas. Our extension/
outreach programs throughout Arizona will continue to focus
on strengthening families and promoting adolescent health and
youth development, consumer education, and retail business
development:'
Many of the school's most successful programs are based on
partnerships, including the recently established Institute for
Family,Youth and Children, which collaborates with state and
community organizations; and the Southwest Retail Center,
which operates through a collaboration with many commercial
retailers.

For more information on the School of Family and Consumer
Sciences, visit the web page at: ag.arizona.edu /fcs.

LEADERSHIP

TEACHING RESEARCH OUTREACH

FAMILY AND
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Japanese Fruit Consumers
Survey targets produce choices
By Lorraine B. Kingdon

is a leading market for U.S.
fresh fruit exporters. Japanese fruit
growers currently satisfy only 60
Japan
percent of the demand, increasing the
opportunity for foreign importers. Yet,
importers face a very different market.
Fresh fruit is highly regarded in Japan
but not as a necessary, health- increasing
part of the daily diet. Fruit is considered
a snack or as a luxury item tied to the
elaborate gift-giving Japanese culture.
"Despite the fact that Japanese fruit
consumption is much different from that
of many other cultures, particularly
Western cultures, very little research has
been conducted to increase our knowledge of the disparities," says Sherry
Lotz, assistant professor in the Division
of Retailing and Consumer Sciences at
the University of Arizona. "Therefore,
exporters are left with few tools to
penetrate the Japanese market." To help
fill this information gap, Lotz conducted
a study of Japanese consumer preferences in 1999, in collaboration with
Soyeon Shim, professor and director of
the School of Family and Consumer
Sciences, and Kenneth Gehrt, interim
division chair of the Division of Retailing and Consumer Sciences.
Their shopping lifestyle research was
designed to define Japanese values and
habits. This study is particularly
important because the Japanese market
is changing. Although work is still a
major emphasis, leisure activities are
becoming more important, and shopping is one of them.
Today's Japanese consumer is more
price conscious and utilitarian, partly
because of the recent economic recession. In addition, superstores, discount
stores and mail order businesses are
successfully competing with the traditional "mom -and -pop" type of markets.
Lotz surveyed housewives, door-todoor, in Tokyo and surrounding areas in
Japan. "The Kanto area accounts for
more than one-third of all food expenditures in Japan; it also is the headquarters
for a majority of leading wholesale
operations," Lotz says. A total of 304
usable seven-page questionnaires was
included in the analysis.
The respondents were divided into
three clusters. Fifty percent belonged to
the Creative High Involvement group,
the first cluster, which placed most
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importance on the majority of the
factors they were questioned about.
These included how much they
enjoyed shopping for fruit, safety
consciousness, the desire to get
external information about fruits, the
importance of appearance and price
and their acceptance of imported
fruits. They also spent the most money
buying fruits.
The second cluster of people comprised 30 percent of those surveyed.
They ranked most factors more closely
to the first cluster rather than the third
group which was less involved.
Consumers in the third group did not
enjoy shopping or talking about fruits,
nor did they eat much fruit. Yet they
sought perfect fruit when they did buy.
The first and third clusters were
highly concerned about the appearance of fresh fruit, whereas the second
cluster was significantly less concerned. This is somewhat surprising
with regard to the third cluster because
it was less involved with fruit and
purchased less fruit than the first and
second clusters. The fact that the
second cluster was less concerned
with appearance was one of the
reasons that precipitated its name,
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"The Japanese are apparently
willing to pay a premium price
for fruit, making the market
attractive to U.S. exporters."

"Practical Moderate Involvement."
The consumers in this group are
indeed "more practical" fruit consumers and shoppers.
The first two groups worried about
additives used for imported fruits and
said, "Once I hear about pesticides or
wax on fruit from a certain country, I
never buy it." They also admitted,
"The label saying 'grown in Japan'
gives me an easy feeling." Even so, a
majority agreed, "It's not a bad idea to
import more fruit from other countries
so the price becomes lower."
The reputation of particular fruit
varieties is important to many Japanese consumers - such as Fuji apples,
Florida citrus and Chiquita bananas.
Seeing a picture of the growers at the
stores helps them decide which fruit to
buy.
The research also examined socioeconomic factors, Lotz says. Interestingly, 80 percent of the first and
second clusters were 36 years and
older while only 57 percent of the third
group was over 36. The third group
tended to be better educated and earn a
higher income than the other two
segments.
"Yet it's an alarming trend that this
third consumer group also held more
negative attitudes toward purchasing
fruit and did not intend to purchase
much fruit in the future, according to
the survey," Lotz says. "Therefore,
fruit marketers may need to create
unique strategies for this segment, to
maintain a vital Japanese market in the
future."
On the plus side, the Japanese are
apparently willing to pay a premium
price for fruit, making the market
attractive to U.S. exporters, she notes.
"As long as exporters remain aware of
some of the Japanese consumer's
unique orientations, such as safety
and aesthetics, the market is open to
fruit from abroad.
The decline in Japanese fruit production also bodes well for U.S. exporters,
who have secured a portion of the
Japanese fresh fruit market, according
to Lotz. "We hope the results of our
study will enable U.S. fruit exporters to
design strategies that will increase
their market share."

The University of Arizona College of Agriculture and Life Sciences

Preventive Intervention
Assisting divorced mothers and their adolescent children
By Lorraine B. Kingdon and Susan McGinley

Divorced mothers were less

depressed. They communi
cated more effectively with
their adolescent children, discussing
their future education and careers
more often, and criticizing the nonresident fathers less often. The
divorced families fought less over
decisions.
These were the results of an intervention program designed by Bonnie
Barber, associate professor in the
Division of Family Studies and
Human Development, in the School of
Family and Consumer Sciences. The
ad
program has been used by Coconino
m
County Cooperative Extension,
m
extension offices in Pennsylvania and
Ohio, and by a university psychological clinic in Australia.
"Although there are numerous
programs for children of divorce,
One such game resembles Trivial Pursuit®, where the teenagers
none specifically targeted the dev
themselves become the game pieces, rolling a giant die and
lopmental capacities or requirements of
walking on the game board to each question.
adolescents and their mothers," Barber
says. "For adolescents living with their
divorced mothers, it is critical to focus
techniques with their teens. To make
sessions where the mothers and teens
on mother-child
worked in separate groups.
the program fun for teens, Barber has
relationships, because mothers have
The
-week
program
began
with
developed a series of games to teach
seven
such a great potential to guide and
program concepts. One such game
participants sharing their experiences
advise their teenagers."
resembles Trivial Pursuit®, where the
Divorce has been implicated in social, living in a divorced family, and with
facilitators
highlight
working
to
teenagers themselves become the game
emotional, behavioral and scholastic
shared experiences and the strengths
pieces, rolling a giant die and walking
problems. Usually, families resume
on the game board to each question.
normal functioning within a few years, each person brought to the group. This
technique
helped
participants
under"We find the games are an engaging
according to Barber, but a substantial
way to keep the teen's attention for the
stand they were not alone.
number of adolescents remain at a
Next, both mothers and teens
duration of the two -hour program, "
disadvantage even six years later.
for
explored
their
vision
a
positive
Barber says. All teen sessions concluded
The "Families and Successful Teens"
future. For the short term, mothers
with journal-writing to provide the
program (FAST) included two compodiscussed the importance of consisopportunity to reflect on the topics
nents, one for mothers, to increase the
tently
rules
and
limits
in
enforcing
covered
and the impact on their own
effectiveness of their parenting skills,
lives.
and the other for teens, to improve their helping their child to meet their goals.
Reports collected from both the teens
goal- setting, communication and coping They learned discipline strategies that
work.
For
longer
range,
mothers
the
and
their mothers have been encouragskills. The groups met weekly for two
identified the constraints they faced,
ing, and show that the program has
hours in churches and schools. Each
such as inadequate financial resources
been especially effective in the areas of
meeting began with dinner for all
for
dreams.
They
tried
to
college
see
communication and maternal depresparticipants, followed by break -out
how their families might overcome
sion.
"We know that divorce can be stresssuch problems. The adolescents also
ful, at least in the short -term, for famiexplored how their current behaviors
help them achieve their goals.
lies," Barber says, "but many adolesThe program also included stratecents can do very well. For many
gies for effective communication.
teenagers, it is a time of enhanced
Mothers and adolescents learned
responsibility, mature self-reliance, and
listening, practical problem -solving
identification with positive goals and
and negotiation skills. Often parents
values. How can we increase the
shared personal examples of the ways
likelihood that a mother and her teen
they had successfully used program
will successfully navigate the adolescent
years? That is our research focus."
Agricultural Experiment Station Research Report
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Researcher of the Year Award -David Galbraith
Professor, Department of Plant Sciences
David Galbraith is an internationally recognized cellular and
molecular biologist, but has had the greatest impact on research
programs throughout the world through his leadership in the
development and application of new technologies, including 1)
sorting living cells, 2) engineering plants to express a market protein
at specific locations within the cell, and 3) using a robot to array
thousands of DNA samples on a small glass slide for use in study -ing
gene expression.
His research not only addresses important biological questions,
but also provides the new techniques, instrumentation, molecular
markers, and methods that are being used by other scientists for
genetic engineering of crop plants. Currently he has ten competitively funded research grants and has spearheaded the acquisition
of major scientific equipment over the last ten years. Galbraith has
been a mentor to more than 80 undergraduates, 11 graduate students
and 15 postdoctoral associates. He has brought scholarly distinction
and recognition to the college and has also stimulated and enhanced
the research of many others through his efforts to obtain and improve cutting -edge technologies.

D. Galbraith, C. Kaltenbach, and V. Thompson

Outstanding Research Staff Award-Valery Thompson
Research Specialist, Senior, Department of Nutritional Sciences
Valery Thompson's responsibilities go far beyond those of the normal laboratory specialist. She has spent the last ten years
working in Darrel Goll's laboratory in the Department of Nutritional Sciences. One professor wrote, "Valery Thompson is
the most competent, knowledgeable, and helpful laboratory staff person that I know. She is also a valuable information
resource for many laboratories on campus." She is the senior or co- author on more than 20 scientific papers and has
presented her research at several national and international meetings. She is very active in the Southern Arizona Section of
the American Chemical Society, and has been responsible for the Young Scholars program during their stay in Goll's lab.
Thompson has also successfully written grants to support courses for middle school science teachers on how to integrate
science demonstrations and hands -on experiments into their classrooms. She served as the first web master for the Department
of Nutritional Sciences, is the network manager for her building, and recently began developing a new international web site
for individuals working with calpains, a type of enzyme.

TheV BarV's Resident Director
David Schafer became resident director of the College of Agriculture's V Bar V
Ranch in July 1999. He had spent the previous eight years directing a similar,
smaller facility in southwestern Colorado. "One of the things that drew me to this
position was the commitment to the facility from both the campus and the local
community," Schafer says.
The V Bar V Ranch Experiment Station /Environmental Education Center is a
77,000 acre working ranch located in northern Arizona. The facility provides
opportunities for students in a variety of departments within the College of
Agriculture to gather valuable research data in a field setting. Schafer is looking
forward to expanding these educational opportunities.
r
"I see the ranch having the potential for research possibilities for not only
College of Agriculture students, but also for students in parks and recreation,
public relations and journalism, public policy and even photography," he says.
D. Scha
"Because there are so many people so far removed from agriculture, and so many
people moving into these areas who haven't lived in rural areas, we are also
open to offering field trips for 4 -H and FFA groups, teachers and other interested community groups. They should call me
to discuss the possibilities." Schafer can be reached at the Yavapai County Cooperative Extension Cottonwood office, (520)
646 -9113, or email to dschafer @ag.arizona.edu.
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Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station
Total Research Funding
Fiscal Year 1998/1999 ($49.1 million)

Sponsored
$25.2 million (51.3 %)

Federal Appropriated
$1.9 million (4%)

State
$22 million (44.7%)

Sponsored Sources
Fiscal Year 1998/1999 ($25.2 million)

Foundation/Educational Institutions
S1.55 million (6.2 %)

Miscellaneous

Federal Government
$15.87 million (63 °°)

$1.57 million (6.3 %)

State
$2.04 million (8.1%)

Counties /Cities
$.41 million (1.6%

Industry
$3.73 million (14.8 %)
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